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Abstract

news discourse (van Dijk, 1988). In their study,
they showed that it was feasible to identify the discourse function of news paragraphs using a support
vector machine (SVM) model and a small set of
simple linguistic features, with a performance of
0.54 F1 .
Similar to Yarlott et al.’s (2018) approach, we
demonstrate an improved approach to automatically labeling news article paragraphs with the van
Dijk discourse functions Yarlott et al. (2018) applied in their study. Our work uses a conditional
random field (CRF) model, along with new features, to obtain an improved performance of 0.71
F1 . Most importantly, our model is able to precisely capture the interdependencies between the
various discourse label types, which flows from
our hypothesis that each paragraph in an article is
dependent not only on the previous one but rather
on a longer sequence of previous paragraphs.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We first provide a definition of van Dijk’s
theory as was presented in (Yarlott et al., 2018) (§2).
Second, we describe the dataset we used in training
and testing our CRF model (§3). We then detail the
discourse label identification methods, including
the CRF model and how it captures both section
ordering and section content, how the model is
trained, and the features it leverages (§4). We next
compare the performance of the CRF model with
various baselines, demonstrating that it performs
better than prior models (§5). We then discuss related work (§6), and conclude with a summary of
contributions (§7).

Identifying the discourse structure of documents is an important task in understanding
written text. Building on prior work, we
demonstrate an improved approach to automatically identifying the discourse function of
paragraphs in news articles. We start with the
hierarchical theory of news discourse developed by van Dijk (1988) which proposes how
paragraphs function within news articles. This
discourse information is a level intermediate
between phrase- or sentence-sized discourse
segments and document genre, characterizing
how individual paragraphs convey information
about the events in the storyline of the article. Specifically, the theory categorizes the
relationships between narrated events and (1)
the overall storyline (such as M AIN E VENTS,
BACKGROUND, or C ONSEQUENCES) as well
as (2) commentary (such as V ERBAL R EAC TIONS and E VALUATIONS ). We trained and
tested a linear chain conditional random field
(CRF) with new features to model van Dijk’s
labels and compared it against several machine
learning models presented in previous work.
Our model significantly outperformed all baselines and prior approaches, achieving an average of 0.71 F1 score which represents a
31.5% improvement over the previously bestperforming support vector machine model.

1

Introduction

News articles usually follow strong principles of
journalistic structure. By design, they often begin
with a introductory summary of main events, followed by detailed exposition of the main events and
consequences, interspersed in a stereotyped fashion with relevant background information, current
and past evidence, and reported speech. Yarlott
et al. (2018) demonstrated the feasibility of detecting this type of discourse structure for news
articles using an established hierarchical theory of

2

Van Dijk’s Theory of News Discourse

Van Dijk (1988) described a hierarchical theory of
news discourse, the categories of which are shown
in Figure 1, which we apply to a subset of the news
articles of the ACE Phase 2 corpus. In this section,
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Figure 1: The hierarchical discourse structure of news proposed by van Dijk (van Dijk, 1988). Boxes indicate
labels that were directly annotated on the documents; other labels can be inferred. From Yarlott et al. (2018),
Figure 1.

we repeat our descriptions of the leaf categories
from our prior paper, as well as their parent categories when appropriate, for ease of reference.

about the resolution or consequences of an event,
or E VALUATIONS of the current situation.

3

S UMMARY elements express the major subject
of the article, with the H EADLINE being the actual
headline of the article, and the L EAD being the first
sentence, which is often a summary of the main
events of the article.

Dataset

We used a gold-standard corpus previously developed by Yarlott et al. (2018) of van Dijk’s labels applied to a subset of the Automated Content Extraction (ACE) Phase 2 corpus (NIST, 2002). The ACE
Phase 2 corpus is a major standard corpora of news
articles that boasts three advantages: it is widelyused, has relevance to other tasks, and was readily
available to researchers. This dataset comprises 50
documents containing 28,236 words divided in 644
paragraphs.Table 1 shows the corpus-wide statistics for the number of words and paragraphs, where
each paragraph is given a single type in accordance
to van Dijk’s theory.

S ITUATION elements are the actual events
that comprise the major subject of the article.
E PISODES concern M AIN E VENTS, which are
those events that directly relate to the major subject of the article, and the C ONSEQUENCES of
those events. The BACKGROUND provides important information about the relation of each paragraph with respect to the central events of a news
story. Background includes the C ONTEXT, of
which C IRCUMSTANCES are temporally or spatially non-specific states that contribute to understanding the subject, while P REVIOUS E VENTS are
specific recent events that enhance understanding
of the main events. H ISTORY paragraphs are another type of Background describing events that
have not occurred recently, typically referenced in
terms of years prior, rather than months, weeks, or
days.

Total
Average
Std. Dev.

Words

Paragraphs

28,236
564.7
322.1

644
12.9
4.9

Table 1: Corpus-wide statistics for the annotated data.
Adapted from Yarlott et al. (2018), Table 1.

C OMMENTS provide further supporting context
for the central events of an article. Comments may
include V ERBAL R EACTIONS solicited from an
external source, such as a person involved in the
events, or an expert. C ONCLUSIONS, by contrast,
are comments made by a journalistic entity (the
newspaper, reporter, etc.) regarding the subject.
Conclusions can be separated into E XPECTATIONS

Yarlott et al. (2018) doubly annotated 50 randomly selected news articles, divided into ten sets
of five documents each. Within these sets, documents were swapped or replaced in order to obtain
uniform sets in terms of total document lengths.
The majority of texts were already divided into
paragraphs in an obvious manner, either with empty
lines or with indentation. The remaining texts were
18

divided by the adjudicator based on either contextual or structural clues, such as abrupt change in
topic or unnatural line breaks. The authors report
an all-around high agreement with the gold standard (F1 = 0.85, κ = 0.75) which demonstrates
that the gold-standard was not dominated by a single annotator.
Although the dataset discussed was annotated
for all labels discussed here, the H EADLINE label
could be computed automatically from the structure
of ACE Phase 2 corpus, as the files has the headline
separate as part of its markup scheme.
Table 2 provides the resulting distribution of van
Dijk’s labels. Verbal reactions and circumstances
dominate the labels. Although the distribution of
labels is highly skewed, we find that this is roughly
in-line with the style of reporting featured in the
ACE Phase 2 corpus, which seeks comments and
analysis from experts within the field as well as
explaining the immediate context that has an effect
on the main event.
Label

Count

H EADLINE
50
M AIN E VENTS
60
C IRCUMSTANCES 103
H ISTORY
27
E XPECTATIONS
21

Label

sections within clinical reports, while modeling
the observation probabilities at the section level.
Sherman and Liu (2008) used HMMs as well as
n-gram models to detect topic shifts in meeting
minutes, and, in contrast to Li et al., modeled the
observation probabilities on the sentence level.
Our approach was inspired by the method described in Banisakher et al. (2018) which identifies
section labels in clinical psychiatric reports. Their
approach combined a Hierarchical Hidden Markov
Model (HHMM)—which used section statistics as
the model’s transition probabilities—with n-grams
for the observation probabilities of words. In this
paper we substitute a CRF for the HHMM. Generative models such as HMMs have more explanatory
power when compared with their discriminative
counterparts such as CRFs. However, HMMs, rely
on the assumption that observations are statistically
independent from one another. For our problem,
this means that an HMM assumes that the presence
of certain paragraphs corresponding to a certain
discourse label or function A is independent from
other paragraphs within another section B. In practice, however, this is not the case: for example a
paragraph following the M AIN E VENTS are often
either C ONSEQUENCES or C IRCUMSTANCES.

Count

L EAD
42
C ONSEQUENCES
19
P REVIOUS E VENTS
64
V ERBAL R EACTIONS 252
E VALUATIONS
56

4.1

Table 2: Distribution of the labels within the annotated
corpus, with 644 labels total. The majority of paragraphs fall under the categories of verbal reactions or
circumstances. From (Yarlott et al., 2018)

4

Linear Chain Conditional Random Fields

Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) are undirected
graphical models (Lafferty et al., 2001; Konkol and
Konopı́k, 2013) that can be used for discriminative
sequence labeling. CRFs have proved useful for
many sequence labeling problems in NLP and computer vision (Lin and Wu, 2009), including Named
Entity Recognition (NER) and image classification.
There are several CRF variations such as the tree
CRF and the hierarchical CRF which are mostly
used for computer vision related tasks.
We built and trained a linear chain CRF modeled on Banisakher et al.’s HHMM approach. In
contrast to an HHMM, the CRF encodes labels
as nodes in the CRF graphical representation (instead of HMM states), and uses weighted feature
functions for transitions between nodes (instead of
the HMM transition and emission probabilities).
Additionally, the CRF model captures the “true”
desired probability distribution, that is the conditional distribution of labels given the observations
P (Y |X), instead of modeling the joint distribution of observations and labels P (X, Y ). This a
known advantage of CRFs in general over HMMs

Identifying Discourse Labels

In contrast to the approach reported by (Yarlott
et al., 2018), we the treated label identification
for paragraphs as a sequence modeling task. Formally, the task is as follows: given a news report
with n discourse labels and m paragraphs, where
the paragraphs are unlabeled, identify the optimal sequence (order) of discourse labels H ∗ =
(L∗1 , . . . , L∗n ) from among all possible label sequences, and assign every paragraph a discourse
label H ∗ = (H1 , . . . , Hm ) consistent with L∗ . Sequence labeling problems in NLP, medical informatics, and discourse parsing have been studied
by both generative and discriminative approaches,
including Hidden Markov Models (HMMs; generative) and Conditional Random Fields (CRFs;
discriminative). Li et al. (2010) used HMM and
n-gram models to detect the orders or labels of
19

H(li−1 , li , p, i). As discussed above, there is a feature function for each of the dependencies defined
in the model. We encode the interdependent order
of labels (i.e., which labels depend upon each other)
using a binary matrix. To achieve this, we first used
the van Dijk discourse labels shown in Tables 2 and
discussed in §2. Then we created a binary matrix
Vli−1 ,li whose entries represent whether a label follows another or not. For example if label H ISTORY
(indexed as label 6) was observed in the data directly before V ERBAL R EACTIONS (indexed as
label 7), then the entry V6,7 would contain a value
of 1. The matrix contained N 2 entries, where N
is the total number of labels. Thus our CRF models contained 9 nodes in total. We formulated the
section order feature function as follows:

and is mainly due to, again, removing the independence assumption. Thus, CRFs can have an
arbitrary number of dependencies as opposed to
the limited dependency structure of HMMs. Our
model benefits from this as it does not only record
the dependence of a discourse label only on its
predecessor and observations, but on additional dependencies given the entire sequence of labels (i.e.,
paragraph discourse functions) and observations
(i.e., paragraphs).
The CRF probability distribution is defined by
Equation 1. Let l be the sequence of discourse
labels, p be the sequence of paragraphs (i.e., the
observations) in a given report, and L be the set of
all possible label sequences. Our model follows
a typical linear chain CRF where the conditional
distribution is:

P (l|p, λ) =

P

P P
exp( i j λj Fj (li−1 ,li ,p,i))
P P
0
0
l0 ∈L exp( i
j λj Fj (li−1 ,li ,p,i))

Hj (li−1 , li , s, i) = Vli−1 ,li

(1)

Note that for each label si , the model sums the total
entries for the entire sequence of labels and observations as shown in Equation 1, thus conditioning
each label on the entire sequence.

where λ is a set of model parameters, and each λj
is a weight associated with each feature function
Fj . Each feature function represents a dependency
within the model. We used the L-BFGS method
to estimate each λj (Nocedal, 1980). The model’s
probability distribution is thus generated by summing over the entire observation sequence, where
each observation is indexed by the variable i and
the entire feature function space index by the variable j. The denominator sums over all possible
label sequences L.
The most critical component in the design of
CRF models is the feature function space. In our
model, each feature function is:
Fj (li−1 , li , p, i) =
Hj (li−1 , li , p, i) · SFj (li−1 , li , p, i)

4.3

Modeling the Discourse Labels’ Content

Similarly, the feature function Fj incorporates the
discourse label type content via the feature function SF (li−1 , li , p, i). These functions model the
dependency between a label type and its content.
Importantly, the feature function should not be confused with the linguistic features that are extracted
from the text and input into the section feature function. To capture label content (i.e., to model discourse label type-specific language) we extracted
the following set of features:
Features from Yarlott et al. (2018): Unigrams
(i.e., bag of words), the tf-idf count vector of the top
3 words (across the corpus) per label type, bag-ofwords, and paragraph vectors using the Doc2Vec
approach (Le and Mikolov, 2014). As pointed out
by Yarlott et al., the tf-idf and paragraph vectors approximate topics within a given paragraph. Yarlott
et al. also used the previous paragraph’s label as an
explicit feature; this is included by default in the
CRF model.
Lexical: Bigrams to capture the type of language per discourse label type.
Positional: Size of paragraphs represented by
number sentences present. As well as the paragraph position relative to the document head.
Syntactic: A POS count vector which encodes
the number of times each part of speech (POS)

(2)

where Hj models the discourse labels’ order, and
SFj models the labels’ content. These are similar
to an HMM’s transition and emission probability
distributions, respectively. In contrast to HMMs,
however, the feature functions are evaluated over
the entire observation sequence p taking into account the neighboring labels li and li−1 . This conditions the probability of a given discourse label
type on the content and order of the entire sequence.
We outline the intuition behind and implementation
of our feature functions in the following sections.
4.2

(3)

Modeling the Discourse Labels’ Order

The feature function Fj incorporates section ordering through the section ordering function
20
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(specifically, nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs)
appears in the paragraph.

In order to test our model, we randomly split each
corpus into training and testing sets in a crossvalidation setup, using five folds, resulting in 40
news reports for training and 10 for testing in each
fold. Our model was trained to learn a total of 9
distinct discourse label types as represented in 2
(all leaf labels minus H EADLINE). In this section
we describe our baseline comparisons and overall
experiments and results.

Semantic: Here we incorporated four additional
features: a reported speech feature, a majority event
tense feature, a subevent relation count vector, and
NER vectors representing a select set of named entities. For the reported speech feature, we extracted
quotations and sentences with tagged as reported
speech by the textacy library (DeWilde, 2020)
and labeled the containing paragraph as V ERBAL
R EACTIONS. For the majority event tense feature,
we extracted the events in each paragraph using the
CAEVO event extraction system (Chambers et al.,
2014), noted their POS tags using a dependency
tree, and recorded the majority verb tense in that
paragraph. For the subevent relation feature, we
used Aldawsari and Finlayson’s subevent extraction system (2019) to capture relationships between
paragraphs. For this, we used a vector for each
paragraph corresponding to the number of paragraphs of the article with the maximum number of
paragraphs in the corpus. Aldawsari and Finlayson
(2019) presented a supervised model for automatically identifying when one event is a subevent of
another using narrative and discourse features. For
each event relation found by this system between
two distinct paragraphs, we recorded a +1 in that
corresponding vector cell, while we discarded relationships found within a single paragraph. For the
NER vectors, we applied Named Entity Recognition (NER) and extracted the first 13 named entity
types found by the Spacy library (AI, 2020) including PERSON, LOCATION, DATE, and TIME.
These 13 types were represented in a numerical
vector for each discourse label type such that, for
each type, we recorded the number of entity occurrences.

4.4

Results and Discussion

5.1

Baseline Methods

We followed Yarlott et al. (2018) in their baseline comparisons. We compared our model’s performance against five other methods: two baselines including the most frequent class (MFC)
and a support vector machine using bag-of-words
(SVM+BoW); third, a decision tree classifier;
fourth, a random forest classifier; and fifth, Yarlott
et al. (2018)’s best performing model, a support
vector machine. As described above, the latter
three models incorporate a the following set of four
features: bag-of-words, tf-idf, paragraph vectors,
and previous paragraph labels. We used the same
experimental setup for all of these models. Yarlott
et al. (2018) obtained the best experimental results
using grid search to maximize the micro-averaged
performance of each classifier, as measured across
five folds. Following Yarlott et al. (2018), the SVM
classifier uses a linear kernel with C = 10 and
the class weights balanced based on the training
data; the decision tree classifier uses the default
parameters with the class weights balanced; the
random forest uses 50 estimators with balanced
class weights.
5.2

Results

Our CRF model outperformed all other classifiers
and baselines achieving a 0.71 F1 score. Table 3
shows the micro-averaged precision (P ), recall (R),
and F1 scores for the five models from (Yarlott
et al., 2018) as well as our current CRF approach.
Our experimental results show that our CRF approach is a substantial improvement over the previously best performing model.
For CRF, we performed 8 feature combination
experiments (shown in Table 3) to evaluate the
effect of feature classes as well as the individual
semantic features. As discussed before, the SVM
as well as the decision tree and random forest classifiers only leveraged Yarlott et al.’s original four

Inference

We applied the usual inference process for linear
chain CRFs operating at the paragraph level (Forney, 1973). Inference in linear chain CRFs follows
a similar algorithm to Viterbi, which is used in decoding HMM models. While not stated explicitly
in the Equation 1 above, the normalization factor Z(S) is calculated as is often done using the
Gaussian prior as it was introduced in (Chen and
Rosenfeld, 1999).
21

Model

Features

P

R

F1

MFC
HHMM
SVM

Bigrams
BoW

0.39
0.42
0.46

0.39
0.45
0.46

0.39
0.43
0.46

DT
RDF
SVM

Yarlott et al.
Yarlott et al.
Yarlott et al.

0.41
0.43
0.54

0.41
0.43
0.54

0.41
0.43
0.54

CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF

Yarlott et al.
+Lexical
+Positional
+Syntactic
+subevent relation
+majority event tense
+reported speech
All (+Remaining Sem.)

0.58
0.61
0.62
0.65
0.65
0.67
0.68
0.69

0.60
0.63
0.66
0.69
0.0.70
0.71
0.72
0.73

0.59
0.62
0.64
0.67
0.67
0.68
0.70
0.71

The subevent relation and majority event tense features improved the performance by about one point
F1 each, with the second contributing slightly more
to the overall performance. The majority event
tense feature contributed heavily to the P REVIOUS
E VENTS and H ISTORY, we suspect due to the relatively more frequent use of past tense verbs in paragraphs belonging to those classes. As discussed
before, we used automated systems to detect events
and subevent relations. Naturally, these systems
do not boast a perfect performance and therefore
error propagation is expected. Thus, we expect that
our model can further achieve higher performance
using more refined event detection solutions, as
well as a larger corpus.
Table 4 presents the per-label results from our
experiments. The relatively strong performance
on C IRCUMSTANCES and V ERBAL R EACTIONS
is not surprising, given their relative prevalence
in our corpus. Similarly it is not surprising that
we have low performance on labels that occur, on
average, about once (or less) a document (H IS TORY , E XPECTATIONS ). However, these label
types saw a significant performance boost in our
model compared to the previous approaches as our
features have captured more of their distinct language. For C ONSEQUENCES H ISTORY, E XPEC TATIONS , and E VALUATIONS , the syntactic and
positional features were most helpful. Similar to
(Yarlott et al., 2018), we observe an unexpected–
but not surprising–level of performance on L EAD
paragraphs, given their relative scarcity in the
dataset: we find that leads, with a single exception, occur once at the start of the document.
Again, similar to (Yarlott et al., 2018), we expected the tree-oriented methods—decision trees
and random forests—to at least outperform the
SVM classifier. However, this was not the case in
practice and they were outperformed by one of the
baselines. We believe that this partially attributed
to the fact that these models did not leverage the
full set of hierarchical labels in van Dijk’s discourse
theory: they were only presented with the leaf labels.

Table 3: Experimental results for discourse label identification. All results are micro-averaged across instances, including precision (P ), recall (R), and balanced F-measure (F1 ). The Decision Tree, Random
Forest, and SVM classifiers used the features outlined
in (Yarlott et al., 2018). For the middle three lines of
the CRF section, these indicate features groups added
to the previous line’s model. We present the results for
the smenatic features individually. The CRF model in
the last line (CRF with ALL features) includes all the
features from the previous lines as well as all remaining
semantic features.

features: bag-of-words, tf-idf, paragraph vectors,
and previous paragraph labels. While our CRF approach uses a more sophisticated set of features
leveraging additional syntactic and semantic features as outlined in 4.3. Most importantly, our
model treats the problem as a sequence labeling
task and therefore captures the sequential dependencies between the paragraphs as well as the labels within each report. This is evidenced by the
CRF model that uses only Yarlott et al.’s features,
which achieves a higher performance than the original SVM classifier.
Our CRF model achieved the largest increase
in performance after adding the semantic features.
This was expected: we anticipated a boost in performance on the V ERBAL R EACTIONS class given
detection of reported speech, and a similar increase
in performance on the M AIN E VENTS and P REVI OUS E VENTS classes given the addition of event
and subevent features. Of the semantic features,
the reported speech feature had the biggest impact on the model’s performance as the verbal reactions section was predominant in the dataset. Here
textacy performed quite well in automatically
identifying reported speech as the model achieved
a 0.91 F1 score for the V ERBAL R EACTIONS class.

6

Related Work

There has been substantial work describing how
the structure of news operates with regards to the
chronology of real-world events. Much news follows an inverted chronology—called the inverted
pyramid (Bell, 1998; Delin, 2000) or relevance
22

Label Type
H EADLINE
M AIN E VENTS
C IRCUMSTANCES
H ISTORY
E XPECTATIONS

F1
0.69
0.72
0.24
0.26

Label Type

fects, or functions for readers in different social
contexts, which obviously leads us to a consideration of news comprehension” (2006, p. 150). The
theory proposed by van Dijk has also been proposed for use in annotating the global structure of
elementary discourse units in Dutch news articles
(van der Vliet et al., 2011).
Pan and Kosicki (1993), in a similar analysis,
presented a framing-based approach that provides
four structural dimensions for the analysis of news
discourse: syntactic structure, script structure, thematic structure, and rhetorical structure. Of these,
the syntactic structure is most closely aligned with
van Dijk’s theory. In this paper, we chose to focus
on van Dijk’s theory as Pan and Kosicki do not provide a list or description of the structure that could
be readily translated into an annotation scheme.
While White (1998) treats the structure of news
as being centered around the headline and lead.
White suggests that the headline and lead, which
act as a combination of both synopsis and abstract
for the news story, serve as the nucleus for the
rest of the text: “the body which follows the headline/lead nucleus—acts to specify the meanings
presented in the opening headline/lead nucleus
through elaboration, contextualisation, explanation, and appraisal” (1998, p. 275). We focus on
van Dijk’s theory for this paper as we find it to provide a higher degree of specificity: White’s specification modes serve roughly the same purpose as
higher-level groupings in van Dijk’s theory.

F1

L EAD
C ONSEQUENCES
P REVIOUS E VENTS
V ERBAL R EACTIONS
E VALUATIONS

0.95
0.29
0.51
0.91
0.51

Macro Average

0.56

Table 4: Per-label F1 results. The last row shows
the macro average over all label types. Best performance occurs for the L EAD, M AIN E VENTS, C IRCUM STANCES , and V ERBAL R EACTIONS .

ordering (Van Dijk, 1986)—where the most important and typically the most recent events come first.
Bell claims that “news stories. . . are seldom if ever
told in chronological order” (Bell, 1994, p. 105),
which is demonstrated by Rafiee et al. for both
Western (Dutch) and non-Western (Iranian) news
(2018). Rafiee et al. also show that many stories
follow a hybrid structure, which combines characteristics from both inverted and chronological
structures.
Our approach was inspired by Banisakher et al.
(2018)’s HHMM approach to section identification
in clinical notes. In turn, their work extend an earlier study on section identification of psychiatric
evaluation reports that combined the work of Li
et al. (2010) on identifying section types within
clinical reports and that of Sherman and Liu (2008)
on text segmentation of meeting minutes. Li et al.
modeled HMM emissions at the section level using bigrams, while Sherman and Liu modeled the
emissions at the sentence level and used unigrams
and trigrams. Other approaches followed similar
strategies in segmenting story text and in creating
generative models for detecting story boundaries
(Mulbregt et al., 1998; Yamron et al., 1998). More
recently, Yu et al. (2016) used a hybrid deep neural
network combined with a Hidden Markov Model
(DNN-HMM) to segment speech transcripts from
broadcast news to a sequence of stories. Similar to
our approach, (Sprugnoli et al., 2017) used CRFs
and SVMs for the classification of automatic classification of Content Types, a novel task that was
introduced to provide cues to access the structure
of a document’s types of functional content.
Discussing van Dijk’s theory of news discourse,
Bekalu stated that analysis of “the processes involved in the production of news discourses and
their structures will ultimately derive their relevance from our insights into the consequences, ef-

7

Contributions

We extend earlier work on news paragraph discourse function labeling. We built a linear chain
CRF model incorporating various lexical, positional, syntactic, and semantic features that improves detection of the order of discourse labels
in a news article at the paragraph level as well as
models the paragraph content of each label type.
We evaluated our model’s performance against two
baselines and three existing models with various
subsets of features. We showed that the CRF model
represents a significant improvement in this task.
Most importantly, our work demonstrated the importance of modeling paragraph and discourse label
type inter-dependencies.
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